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WHERE THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY MEETS

Networking 
navigates a 
new world
By Jeanne Davant

V
eronica Bélanger was a successful social media 
and sales consultant before the onset of the COVID 
pandemic.

“With the birth of my second child and the pan-
demic, all rolled into one, I lost all my clients,” Bélanger said. 
“Nobody wanted to hear kids screaming in the background. 
Or I’d be feeding my newborn, and everybody would know 
what I was doing.”

When she returned to her job after her second child was 
born, “HR freaked out,” she said. “They said, ‘You can’t have 
kids on your video stream.’ I was penalized for being a mom.”

Now Bélanger has her own business — and a cause.
She started The Mompreneur Network in October 2021 

to educate, motivate, inspire and help other women to start 
and grow their businesses.

Networking organizations like The Mompreneur Network 
and the Colorado Springs Black Chamber of Commerce also 
serve as advocates and support groups for their members.

The Black Chamber, which evolved in part from the Colorado 
Springs Black Business Network, aims not just to connect 
business owners to vital resources and to each other, but to 
help everyone in the community understand Black culture 
and business. 

“We have so much that we can learn from each other,” 
said Rodney Gullatte, Jr., CEO of Firma IT Solutions, former 
president of the Black Business Network and president and 
CEO of the Black Chamber of Commerce. 

The Mompreneur Network is one of the newest networking 
groups in Colorado Springs, while the Prospectors Association 
is one of the oldest.

Along with dozens of other groups, they play an important 
role in Colorado Springs’ economy. They are key to forming 
business relationships and generating business through re-
ferrals and leads.

“The role of the Prospectors Association, or Colorado Springs 
Executives or Front Range Power Connectors or chamber 
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